"Operation: Green Core" is a partnership between your shop, your wholesale dealer and Mopar®. Its purpose is to collect and return front and rear vehicle fascia cores to Mopar for environmentally responsible recycling. Since fascia cores are plastic, returning them for shredding and reprocessing to create new O.E.-quality vehicle parts makes the most sense, instead of remanufacturing them as in the case of steel and metal parts, such as engines and axles.

Effective September 1, 2014, there is a $100 core deposit value on eligible fascia cores. Damaged front and rear fascias replaced on model year 2010 and newer FCA US LLC vehicles should be returned to your Mopar parts dealer for recycling. Original packaging is not required.

Mopar fascia cores become eligible for a $100 core deposit refund when a 2010 or newer Mopar fascia is purchased from a FCA US LLC dealer on a one-for-one replacement basis. The quantity of cores returned cannot exceed the quantity of Mopar fascias purchased. Contact your partnering dealer to confirm if a fascia is covered by the program.

If a facia core is not returned, the deposit may expire and no longer be redeemed. Please contact your dealer for more information on billing and return time guidelines.

Thanks in advance for your participation in “Operation: Green Core.” Together with Mopar, you and your partnering Mopar parts dealer can help recover used and damaged fascias for recycling while reducing scrap in landfills. The process may vary by dealer. Contact your partnering dealer for details.